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Introduction

Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) systems provide an automated means to configure
and administer Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) devices such as virtual private network (VPN)
gateways, firewalls and routers. The Policy Decision Point (PDP) takes high level policies as
input and produces lower level PEP specific policies as output. The PBNM system can process
different types of policies. When evaluating policies, the PDP must identify and resolve conflicts
within competing policies as well as take into consideration external factors such as the time-ofday and the current threat level.
A PBNM system alleviates the need for network administrators to manually configure numerous
network devices in order to implement local policy changes. We also introduce the concept of
policy negotiation for inter-domain policies1 such as inter-domain security policies. Negotiable
policies are not complete policy documents and therefore the PDP cannot directly implement
them. Instead, the local PDP must exchange policy proposals with a PDP in a remote
administrative domain. Policy proposals contain all the negotiation parameters needed by the
other party to correctly evaluate the proposed policy against the local policy. A PDP can accept a
proposed policy in whole or in part or it can reject the proposed policy. If both parties accept the
other party’s proposed policy in whole or in part, each party merges the local and remote policy
proposals to form a complete policy document that the PDP can implement. The PBNM system
automatically reconfigures network devices as required to implement negotiated policies.

2.

Purpose

This document presents a software design for the Policy Negotiation Proxy (PNP) component of
PBNM system described in the “Policy Based Network Management - System Design
Document” [PBNM]. The system facilitates the exchange and negotiation of policies on behalf of
the Policy Decision Point (PDP) component.
The PNP is implemented in Java. The primary goal of this software design is to create an
extensible policy negotiation framework that can support different types of policies without
requiring significant modifications to the existing software. Moreover, this software design makes
extensive use of Java software interfaces to define the functions of the major software
components. This allows for different implementations of the same software component to be
substituted into the system without affecting the remainder of the system.

3.

Software Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates major software components that comprise software architecture for the PNP.
Most of the functionality initially allocated to the PNP has since been absorbed by the PDP
component. Most software components are defined by a Java interface that describes their
intended purpose. This hides the implementation details and allows other objects to interact with
the software component using the generic Java interface.

1

Note that inter-domain policies may also be intra-organizational policies as some “domains” will be
identified parts of larger organizations.
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Figure 1 - PNP High Level Software Architecture
The PNP simply facilitates the negotiation with remote PNP devices. The PNP is truly generic,
since it does not interpret the payload carried within the policy negotiation objects. The PNP can
facilitate the concurrent negotiation of different types of policies.
The PNP Core forms the core of the PNP system. It makes use of a Comm Worker to interact
with the PDP system and employs numerous Comm Worker instances to communicate with PNPs
in remote administrative domains – one Comm Worker per remote administrative domain.

Figure 1 does not show the Status Code Manager, which maps PBNM status codes to
informative strings. Like the other major software components, the Status Code Manager is also a
Java interface that can realize many different implementations. Internationalization can be easily
achieved by creating different implementations of the Status Code Manager interface.

4.

Compliance with System Design

The software design described in this document implements the PNP portion of the PBNM
system described in [PBNM] – with the following exceptions:
1. The communication between the PDP and the PNP as well as the inter-PNP
communication is implemented using JGroups [JGROUPS].
2. Due to limitations with JGroups, the PDP/PNP communication channel and the inter-PNP
communication channels are not authenticated or secured. The system is easily extensible
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however and could easily incorporate different communication frameworks (i.e.
Transport Layer Security, Session Initiation Protocol).
3. The PNP system does not currently perform status checks on certificates used to
authenticate communication channels.

5.

Software Design

This section presents a high-level design for each PNP software component. It provides an
overview of each software component, it lists the requirements for each software component, and
it outlines the design for each software component in terms of processing, thread synchronization
and exceptions.

5.1 Base PBNM Objects
This section provides a description of some of the base PBNM software objects referenced in the
remainder of this document.
AlertListener

An AlertListener is an interface that a class implements
when it wants to be alerted of asynchronous events from
objects executing in a different thread. The alert() method
accepts a single object of type Object as an argument.

Reminder

A Reminder is an object that dispatches an alert at a
specific time in the future. The recipient of the alert must
be an AlertListener.

NetworkID

A NetworkID contains the information that is needed to
communicate with another network entity. This includes
network layer (IPv4 or IPv6) addresses and transport port
numbers.

SynchronizedQueue

A SynchronizedQueue allows two threads to exchange
objects/messages in a synchronized fashion.

PNU

A policy negotiation unit (PNU) carries policy negotiation
objects between the PNP and the PPU responsible for its
processing. A PNU includes a header that identifies the
type of policy and the type of policy object contained
within its payload.

5.2 PNP
The PNP system acts as a proxy for the local PDP system in negotiating policies with remote
administrative domains. Figure 2 shows a more detailed UML (Unified Modelling Language)
class diagram for the PNP System. The PNPCore forms the core of the PNP system and executes
in the context of the main program thread. It makes use of a CommWorker to interact with the
PDP system and employs numerous CommWorker instances to communicate with PNPs in
remote administrative domains – one CommWorker per remote administrative domain.
The PNPCore class implements the AlertListener interface, which mandates the implementation
of the following public method:
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Submit a PNU from a CommWorker to the PNPCore.

The alert() method executes in the context of the caller’s thread. It performs its intended function
without the use of blocking I/O operations and as such it will not cause the caller’s thread to
block for an extended period of time.
The PNPCore instantiates a single CommWorker object to accept and maintain the
communication channel with the PNP. For this purpose, the PNP currently includes a single
implementation of the CommWorker called the JGroupsWorker, which is based on the JGroups
communication framework [JGROUPS]. The PNPCore also instantiates a distinct CommWorker
object to interact with each remote PNP device. For this purpose, the PNP currently includes a
single implementation of the CommWorker called the JGroupsPeerWorker, which also is based
on the JGroups communication framework [JGROUPS]. In the future, different CommWorker
implementations (i.e. Transport Layer Security, Session Initiation Protocol) can be added to the
system.
The CommWorker interface requires that the implementing class provide the following public
methods:
isConnected()

Determine if the CommWorker is connected to the remote
system – whether the local PDP device or a remote PNP
device.

submit()

Submit a PNU from the PNPCore to the CommWorker.

close()

Close the communication channel to the remote device.

These methods execute in the context of the caller’s thread. They perform their intended
functions without the use of blocking I/O operations and as such they will not cause the caller’s
thread to block for an extended period of time.
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Figure 2 - PNP UML Diagram
5.2.1

Requirements

The PNP must fulfill the following requirements:
1. Process requests from the PDP to engage in communication with a remote administrative
domain.
2. Process requests from the PDP to disengage from a remote administrative domain.
3. Forward PNUs received from the PDP to the remote PNP.
4. Retransmit PNUs to the remote PNP that the remote PNP did not acknowledge in a
timely fashion.
5. Forward PNUs received from the remote PNP to the PDP.

NRNS Incorporated, March 2005
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Design

The main() method of the PNPCore class creates a single instance of the PNPCore class. The
lone PNPCore constructor requires the network identity of the PDP and a reference to the Status
Code Manager as its arguments. The PNPCore creates a single instance of a CommWorker,
which in the current system is a JGroupsWorker. The CommWorker interface extends the
java.lang.Runnable interface, which causes an implementing class to run in its own thread. This
CommWorker, the PDP CommWorker, facilitates the communication between the PNP and the
PDP.
The PNPCore processes control PNUs from the PDP to engage and disengage from a remote
administrative domain. The control PNU specifies the type of policy to be negotiated, provides
the network information required by the PNP to communicate with the remote administrative
domain, and assigns a connection identifier for use as a reference within subsequent data PNUs.
The PNPCore uses this information to create an internal routing table.
The PNPCore creates a distinct instance of a CommWorker, which in the current system is a
JGroupsPeerWorker, to interact with each distinct remote PNP device. The CommWorker
interface extends the java.lang.Runnable interface, which causes an implementing class to run in
its own thread. The PNPCore employs a distinct CommWorker, the peer CommWorker, to
exchange PNUs for numerous types of policies with a distinct remote PNP device. The PNPCore
creates a peer CommWorker when no peer CommWorker is present and destroys a peer
CommWorker when no policies require negotiation with a remote PNP device.
The PNPCore forwards a data PNU to the responsible peer CommWorker using its internal
routing table. When the PNPCore receives a data PNU from the PDP, it locates the instance of
the peer CommWorker in its internal routing table and invokes the peer CommWorker submit()
method to deliver the data PNU. When the PNPCore receives a data PNU from the remote PDP
via a peer CommWorker, it locates the instance of the peer CommWorker in its internal routing
table to ensure that the data PNU was received by a known source and invokes the PDP
CommWorker submit() method to deliver the data PNU to the PDP.
The PNPCore acknowledges the receipt of data PNUs from the remote PDP. When the remote
PNP does not acknowledge the receipt of a data PNU in a timely fashion, the PNPCore
retransmits the pending data PNU. This retransmission occurs until the acknowledgement arrives
or the PNU validity period expires2. The PNPCore processes a PNU carrying Policy Refresh
objects in a slightly different fashion. The PNPCore periodically retransmits and acknowledges a
PNU carrying Policy Refresh objects until validity period expires.
The PDP CommWorker, the JGroupsWorker, establishes and maintains the communication
channel between the PNP and the PDP. The JGroupsWorker simply relays PNUs between the
PDP and the PNPCore. It accepts outgoing PNUs from the PDP and delivers them to the
PNPCore, and it accepts incoming PNUs from the PNPCore and delivers them to the PDP.
The peer CommWorker, the JGroupsPeerWorker, establishes and maintains the communication
channel between the local PNP and a remote PNP device. The JGroupsPeerWorker simply relays
PNUs between the remote PNP and the PNPCore. It accepts incoming PNUs from the remote
PNP and delivers them to the PNPCore, and it accepts outgoing PNUs from the PNPCore and
delivers them to the remote PNP.

2

The PNU header contains the validity period.
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5.2.2.1 Synchronization
The PNPCore makes us of a SynchronizedQueue, which is automatically synchronized.
The JGroupsWorker class synchronizes access to its request queue where incoming PNUs are
deposited by the PNPCore thread and retrieved by the JGroupsWorker thread.
The JGroupsPeerWorker class synchronizes access to its request queue where outgoing PNUs are
deposited by the PNPCore thread and retrieved by the JGroupsPeerWorker thread.
5.2.2.2 Exceptions
The PNPCore class does not throw any exceptions.
The JGroupsWorker class does not throw any exceptions.
The JGroupsPeerWorker class does not throw any exceptions.
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